
Alissa Interpret Delivers

 – Inherited and somatic sample 
workflows

 – Molecular and structural variant 
classification and curation

 – Clinical-grade standard operating 
procedure (SOP) implementation

 – Database access and lab report 
drafting with ease

 – Team of experts as partners

Make your Variant Assessment Flow 
Alissa Interpret allows clinical genetics and molecular pathology labs to 
efficiently triage, curate and report genomic variants. Whether from NGS 
or arrays, this genomics data management solution automates the lab’s 
clinical workflow from variant filtration and annotation, over curation and 
classification, to draft lab report. Rely on a team of experts to deploy new 
assays quickly and ramp up volumes as your lab grows.

Designed for Clinical Diagnostics
Alissa is built with the diagnostic lab in mind. The software provides access to 
a wealth of clinical annotation sources and databases, supports ACMG guideline 
variant curation, and features a wide range of in-depth analytic tools for inheritance 
modes, phenotype context, and reviewing variant effect. 

A Single Platform for all Clinical Applications across NGS and CGH
Imagine identifying a deletion or LOH region that spans a recessive variant. 
Alissa Interpret combines CNVs, SNPs, indels and fusion genes in an integrated 
workflow. Alissa integrates your application workflows from molecular pathology 
to inherited disease, your variants from molecular to structural, and your data 
from secondary to tertiary analysis—all flowing on a single platform.
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Figure 1. A 3D rendering illustrating how the tools and 
functionality provided by Alissa Interpret deliver clinically 
relevant variant assessment across different application
areas and genomic events.

Alissa Interpret
The Next Evolution of Cartagenia Bench



Deploy New Tests and Scale to Volume
Labs that implement their standard operating procedures on Alissa Interpret free up time for their molecular geneticists and 
pathologists to focus on review and signing out cases. This fast and precise variant assessment and reporting solution allows labs 
to run efficiently and scale to high throughput across the menu of tests they offer.

Advancing Filtration System Decision Trees
Automate your lab's variant assessment workflow in configurable, versioned pipelines. Slice and dice to quickly drill down to your 
variants of interest for further manual review. Store and version your pipelines to support increasing volumes and scale your sample 
throughput with ease.

Figure 2. Classification tree with CNV integration.

Building and Accessing Curated Variant Databases
Collaboratively curate your internal knowledgebase while also tapping into an expansive array of public databases, including 
variant adaptations and effect annotations, frequency databases, clinically relevant peer-reviewed findings, and many others.

Figure 3. Variant curation using ACMG guideline automation. In this case, the “affected gene information” heading automatically includes 
a section on the BRAF gene, because that variant is reported.



Comprehensive Report Templates
With Alissa Interpret, reports can be fully configured towards lab needs, both in content as well as layout. For comprehensive report 
templates, you can include information on your sample, findings, public information, databases, and literature annotations.

Additionally, easy-to-read overviews of variants are provided with their various characteristics, such as read depth, nomenclature, 
transcripts, gene definitions, and classification can be included in table listings. Automatically generated text can be injected in a 
context-sensitive way.

A Clinical-grade Environment
HIPAA compliant and manufactured in an ISO13485 certified facility, Alissa Interpret supports the lab’s accreditation and 
compliance with features like database versioning and audit trails. Organize your lab’s workflow by having experts review and sign 
off on cases collaboratively.

Figure 4. An example of an automatically drafted report based on a report template.
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Inventory management

End-to-end ordering

Cost savings with bulk purchases

Troubleshooting and support

Agilent promises to deliver trusted answers to your critical questions and challenges -- helping achieve excellent outcomes in 
your laboratory, clinic, organization, and in the world we seek to improve.
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Intended Use Statement

Alissa Interpret software is intended for variant storage, visualization, and annotation using public, commercial and customer internal data sources. It allows end users to set up pipelines to perform 
or automate the triage and classification of genetic variants. It provides features for recording variant assessments and the drafting of variant analysis reports. The integration capabilities allow for 
the automated exchange of variant and report information with external software systems. 

Alissa Interpret software is intended to be used by trained lab professionals, clinical geneticists and molecular pathologists as a decision-support software platform for the analysis and interpretation 
of genetic variants identified in human samples in the context of clinical information recorded for a sample.


